The conditions on the effective (de Sitter space) scalar potential that are required to obtain a successful new-inflationary-Universe scenario are codified into a general prescription. These conditions ensure that sufficient inflation, density fluctuations of an acceptable magnitude, and reheating to a high enough temperature to produce the astrophysically observed baryon asymmetry result. Vfe In Sec. III we apply our prescription to a quartic polynomial potential. We finish with some concluding remarks in Sec. IV.
I. INTRQDUCTIGN
The new-inflationary-Universe scenario' based on grand unified theories (GUT's) with Coleman-Weinberg (CW)-type spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) has proven to be an interesting failure as an attempt to resolve the cosmological puzzles of large-scale homogeneity, isotropy, near-critical expansion rate, small-scale inhomogeneity, the baryon asymmetry, and the glut of topological defects (monopoles, domain walls, etc.) In Sec. III we apply our prescription to a quartic polynomial potential. We finish with some concluding remarks in Sec. IV.
A. Preliminaries
We will assume that the effective potential V(P) can be expressed in terms of a single-parameter scalar field P, whose value at the global, SSB minimum' is iti=cr . [In accord with this assumption, the Higgs field of interest could either be a gauge-singlet field, or could have nontrivial transformation properties under the gauge group and be described by a fixed direction (in group space) and magnitude P.] We also assume that at some point in time P is beyond any barrier which may exist between the metastable and true vacua and that within a region whose physical size is of the order of the Hubble radius (=H '), the average value of P is Pc (see Fig. 1 ). (Without loss of generality we have taken 0&fp&cr.) We will not be concerned with the dynamics of how the scalar field made its way to /=$0 (e.g. , by loss of metastability of the false vacuum, or by bubble nucleation), or whether the region we are focusing on is the interior of a bubble or is a "fluctuation region" produced in the course of spinodal decomposition. ' The key equation for describing the semiclassical evolution of the scalar field from P =Pc to P= cr is $+3HQ+I P+ V'(P) =0, (1) where the field (t is normalized so that its kinetic term in the Lagrangian is -, '(B&QB"P), and the expansion rate (Hubble parameter) H-:R/ R is determined by the usual Friedmann equation
Here Plp1 = 6 = 1.22)& 10' GeV is the Planck mass, the overdot denotes d/dt, the prime denotes i)/BP, and p" is the energy density in radiation.
The I P term accounts for particle creation due to the time variation of P and is only important when the time variation of P is rapid compared to the expansion rate. '9 It is, of course, this particle creation which is responsible for converting the coherent Higgs field energy ( -,   '   P + V) into radiation, thereby reheating the Universe. The quantity I = (lifetime of the scalar Higgs particle) is deter-V FIG. 1. The de Sitter-space effective scalar potential discussed throughout this article. We are interested in the evolution of P from P =Pii to P =o, the interval during which its evolution is described by a semiclassical equation of Inotion, Eq. (1). for p to roll from pb to p, . In practice this constraint is usually satisfied whenever the density perturbation constraint is, and so for convenience we shall take "many H"
to be 0 (10) H rather than (N'~/ 2')H. 
where H, =H(P, ). If the potential is a polynomial with no linear term, then the log factor is -1, and the constraint is further simplified:
%&3H, '/i V"(P ) i &60.
The more complicated expression, Eq. (7) (7) is well defined. Since b, P & many H, the shift from expanding around P to expanding around should be insignificant. 
for n =3, 4, 5, and 6, p, is a factor of SX 10, 10, 700, and 500 larger than $6o. That is, $6o -P, is not a very good approximation. 
Finally, let us finish our discussion of constraint (d) by remarking that the choice of 5 can be rather important.
As we will see in our "worked" example in Sec. III, the coefficient of the quartic term -5 (this seems to be a rather general result; also, see Ref. 26) , and so the prescribed potential depends sensitively on the choice of 5.
As we have discussed in Ref. 23 [Or equivalently:
A, =(cT/mp~) 5 10 ', P=l,a, and cr In Sec. II we have discussed in detail the set of constraints a scalar potential of a single Higgs field must satisfy in order to give rise to a successful inflationary model. We believe that the prescription outlined in Sec. II will serve as a useful guide for developing successful inflationary-Universe models; in fact, this set of rules has already proven useful in studying the efficacy of certain supergravity potentials.
From our "worked" example it is clear that the constraints seem to require extreme fine tuning of parameters (compared to the "typical choice" of parameters in a GUT potential). If this fine tuning is indeed necessary, there is the hope that it can eventually be understood as being due to "new physics. " In fact, the constraints are likely to be even tighter when the dynamics of the initial phase (/ =0 -+/=$0) of the transition are taken into consideration.
For example, high-temperature effects may push the Universe into the stable phase before the transition even takes place.
Also, if the transition is to be initiated by a Hawking-Moss-type nucleation event, then the Universe must begin on the metastable-phase side of a barrier that is small enough for the Hawking-Moss limit to be applicable. ' ' There is also the question, which we mentioned earlier, of competing phases -although the SU(3) X SU(2) XU(1) SSB minimum may be the true vacuum, that does not guarantee that the Higgs field goes directly to that minimum, and not through some other metastable phase first.
There is a possible "loophole" in our set of constraints -the assumption that the potential is a function of a single scalar field. Since the constraints seem to be very restrictive (almost mutually exclusive), it may be somewhat easier to achieve successful inflation with a potential that involves several fields, with one being responsible for slow rollover and another responsible for reheating. We are presently investigating this possibility.
